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August 15, 2018 
 
By Federal Express and Email 
 
Scott Gottlieb, M.D. 
Commissioner 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
White Oak Building 1, Room 2217 
10903 New Hampshire Ave. 
Silver Spring, MD 20993 

Nora D. Volkow, M.D. 
Director 
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) 
6001 Executive Boulevard 
Rockville, MD  20852 

 
Dear Commissioner Gottlieb and Director Volkow: 
 
I write to formally request that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) jointly host a meeting with leading scientists who have 
conducted research on the pharmacology and toxicology of kratom, surveys of kratom users, 
and addiction medicine specialists, many who have published peer-reviewed studies and 
presented at recent scientific meetings on kratom and its mitragynines.  The American Kratom 
Association (AKA), representing the nearly 5 million kratom users in the United States, believes 
that it is critical to resolve the obvious conflicts between the science community researchers on 
kratom and the views currently held by the FDA on the addiction profile of kratom’s alkaloids. 
This is an urgent matter with the lives of many kratom users at stake, especially those 
Americans currently using kratom for its health and well-being effects, and as an alternative 
pain management option where they might otherwise be forced to use more dangerously 
addictive and deadly opioid therapies. I believe this meeting could and should be convened 
within weeks not months, and certainly before any scheduling action is proposed by DEA.  
 
The resolution of the significant conflicts in the science, and the development of an appropriate 
public health policy that allows for consumers to safely use products using the natural kratom 
plants is a critical priority.  In addition, establishing a framework for future innovation and 
research into possible uses for kratom and its naturally occurring mitragynines and analogs of 
mitragynine to address pain management as an alternative to dangerously addictive and 
potentially deadly opioid is an important effort that can commence with the scientific meeting 
we are requesting.  
 
The AKA strongly believes that the federal government policy on kratom should follow the 
science and serve public health.  The leaders in the scientific community who have investigated 
kratom and its mitragynines should be invited to participate, and we would be pleased to work 
with you to identify top clinical, nonclinical and epidemiological researchers who would make 
an informed and valuable contribution in the proposed meeting. Based on public reports 
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regarding research done by NIDA scientists and researchers, in addition to the emerging science 
done by independent researchers, it appears we have reached a critical time for an informed 
discussion with the FDA about existing science on kratom. 

It is the position of the AKA that all adulterated kratom products should be subject to 
regulatory action for seizure, recalls, and prosecution of the individuals or companies involved 
in the supply chain of such dangerous products to consumers.  We also strongly believe that 
appropriate regulations for food and dietary supplement products should be in place for natural 
plant kratom products, and extracts of them using acceptable methods approved by the FDA, 
along with protective labeling should be the baseline for kratom marketing to consumers. The 
AKA seeks to work cooperatively with the FDA and DEA in implementing appropriate standards 
to protect the safety of consumers and we will be forwarding a proposed set of standards early 
next week for consideration and discussion. 

The proposed meeting would provide a bridge to greater understanding of the science 
underpinning the safety of kratom, and a pathway for potential research where potential 
therapeutic products could be developed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

David Herman 
Chairman 
American Kratom Association 

Contact information: 

Email:  dave.herman@americankratom.org 

cc:  Uttam Dhillon, Acting Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration 
Kellyanne Conway, Counselor to the President, White House 


